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Introduction & Background
● Subtitle fonts 
➢ Determined by factors such as the 
platform in which they will be shown, 
the delivery mechanism and the client. 
➢ To contribute to the invisibility of 
subtitling, distributors habitually opt 
for neutral fonts, without serifs, that 
do not call undue attention to 
themselves, like Arial, Verdana or 
Helvetica, unless the subtitles fulfill a 
creative function in the programme. 
➢ Integrated titles, normally devised by 
the creator of the original, make use of 
bolder font types (Night Watch and 
Man on Fire). 
● Diaz Cintas & Remael (2021, 96)
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NETFLIX
The subsection on “Font Information” is 
identical for all: white Arial is to be used. 
(Pedersen, 2018)
8. Font Information
Font style: Arial as a generic 
placeholder for proportional SansSerif.
Font size: relative to video resolution 




Online Subtitling Editorial Guidelines V1.1
13. Preferred fonts are Verdana, Helvetica, Tiresias or FS Me.





Variability in Fonts (National TV)
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Variability in Fonts 2
Sing-along Trailer Creative Subtitles
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Study design
- Eye-tracking Video Data Analysis
- Post experiment survey
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Research question & hypotheses
Research questions
RQ1 Which font do the audience prefer?
RQ2 How much time did participants spend watching the two subtitle sets?
Hypotheses
H1 The participants will prefer the Sans-Serif Font.
H2 The participants will spend more time fixating on the Serif-Font subtitles.
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Participants
- Overall Participants 34 
- Above average quality 22
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Material used
NOTES ON BLINDNESS (2016)
Duration 23 sec Original dialogue: EN Subtitles: EN




AVERAGE DURATION Within-subjects one-way ANOVA
● A mp4 291
● B mp4 327
Response: aoi_fixation_average_duration_ms
Effect    df     MSE      F  ges p.value
1 item_filename 1, 19 4090.87 3.20 + .045    .089
item_filename emmean  SE df lower.CL upper.CL
A.mp4            291 19.2 31.7      252      330
B.mp4            327 19.2 31.7      288      366
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Average Total Time spent 
Within-subjects one-way ANOVA
Response: aoi_fixation_average_total_time_spent_ms
Effect    df         MSE       F  ges p.value
1 item_filename 1, 19 11957965.38 13.65 ** .162    .002
item_filename emmean   SE   df lower.CL upper.CL
A.mp4           7913 1053 31.3     5767    10060
B.mp4          11954 1053 31.3     9807    14101
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Survey Results
● Did you notice any differences in subtitle fonts?














Discussion & Limitations  
➢ Oral dialogue in English
➢ Duration of the clips
➢ Same clip played twice
➢ Fixed not randomized order
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Conclusion & Future work
Testing different fonts for children programmes
Testing different fonts for accessibility 
Testing different fonts for Easy-to-Read subtitles
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